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BOSTON V BERLIN
“In this respect, the Boston v Berlin debate may be restated in
terms of the primacy of conventional economic efficiency
argumentation in implementing policy, whether in relation to
narrowly defined competition policy or in terms of market
structure policy through merger controls. Boston stands for the
exclusion of criteria other than economic efficiency; Berlin stands
for recognition of other policy objectives in executing policy.” P.
Lyons, P. Massey and M. McDowell, (2011) Boston v. Berlin: A
Half-Century of Irish Antitrust, in Evolution of Competition Laws
and their Enforcement: A Political Economy Perspective.
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IRISH COMPETITION POLICY AT 21.






Criminalisation of cartels consistent with economic thinking.
Criminalisation of hard-core cartels has worked.
Perception that Authority only pursues little people unhelpful.
Apart from cartels – enforcement almost non-existent.
1 unsuccessful s.5 case no non-cartel s.4 cases.
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OUTCOME OF COMPETITION AUTHORITY
ENFORCEMENT DECISIONS.

Section 4
Of which Horizontal
Vertical (RPM)
Section 5
Mergers
Total

Possible
Infringement
5
2
3
1
0
6

No Infringement
0
0
0
7
1
8
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THE EU’S ECONOMIC REFORMATION
“Our aim is simple to protect competition in the market as a means of
enhancing consumer welfare and ensuring an efficient allocation of resources.
An effects-based approach, grounded in solid economics, ensures that citizens
enjoy the benefits of a competitive, dynamic market economy...competition is
not an end in itself but am instrument for achieving consumer welfare and
efficiency.” N. Kroes, Competition Day speech, 15 September 2005.
“the objective of Article 82 is the protection of competition on the market as a
means of enhancing consumer welfare and of ensuring an efficient allocation
of resources.” E.U. Commission (2005), DG Competition Discussion Paper on
the Application of Article 82 of the Treaty to Exclusionary Abuses, p.4.
Supreme Court: “The entire aim and object of competition law is consumer
welfare.” Competition Authority v John O’Regan & Ors, (ILCU).
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AN ORDO-LIBERAL COUNTER-REFORMATION?




“Consequently for a finding that an agreement has an
anticompetitive object, it is not necessary that final consumers
be deprived of the advantages of effective competition in terms
of supply or price. It follows that by requiring proof that the
agreement entails disadvantages for final consumers as a
prerequisite for a finding of anticompetitive object and by not
finding that that agreement had such an object, the Court of
First Instance committed an error of law.” Glaxo Smith Kline et.
al. v. Commission, [2009] ECR I-9291.
See also Michelin II and BA.
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US - THE DEMISE OF SHERMAN ACT S.2.










“I doubt that there is any significant output restriction problem arising from
the concentration of any industry.” R. H. Bork, (1978), The Antitrust
Paradox: A Policy at War with Itself, New York, Basic Books.
“The courts adhere to a static non-strategic view of predatory pricing,
believing it to be an economic consensus. But it is an economic consensus
most economists no longer accept.” P. Bolton, J. Bradley and M. Riordan,
Predatory Pricing, Strategic Theory and Legal Policy, p.3.
“[I]f AT&T can bankrupt the plaintiffs by refusing to deal altogether, the
plaintiffs must demonstrate why the law prevents AT&T from putting them
out of business by pricing them out of the market”. Pacific Bell Telephone Co
v LinkLine Communications Inc.
“The DoJ’s recent White Paper on Section 2 is basically an apology for not
bringing the kinds of cases that the EC and Member States are regularly
bringing, and a generalised amicus brief to the courts to reject most private
section 2 cases.” D.I. Baker, (2009), An Enduring Antitrust Divide Across the
Atlantic Over Whether to Incarcerate Conspirators and When to Restrain
Abusive Monopolies, European Competition Journal, 5(1) 146-99.
Ireland more Boston (or Chicago) than Berlin.

2 BROAD EXPLANATIONS FOR EXPLOSION OF
TRADE IN COMPLEX FINANCIAL PRODUCTS.
1.
2.







A more sophisticated form of risk sharing and risk transfer, illustrating
benefit of creating new markets.
Largely driven by information asymmetries: products bought by people who
simply overestimated their value.
First case, private profitability mirrored by public benefits in the form of
lower costs of risk. Second case, private profitability is illusory and
disappears when asset values correct themselves. Latter explanation was
closer to the truth.
Not just hindsight. Known that fragility of financial system increases during
expansionary phase of the economic cycle as unrealistic expectations of
asset values on the part of one bank are highly likely to be matched by
unrealistic expectations by other banks. H.P. Minsky, (1982), Inflation,
Recession and Economic Policy, Brighton: Wheatsheaf.
Problem of unknown unknowns.
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INCREASED CONCENTRATION = INCREASED INSTABILITY.









Response to financial crisis designed to weaken competition to enable banks to
increase profitability and rebuild balance sheets combined with large doses of
State aid.
Increased concentration in banking markets risks twin ills of greater pricing
power and the higher likelihood of another financial crisis.
“Too big to fail” doctrine - implicit guarantees persist indefinitely.
“The criteria needed to qualify for these guarantees are, essentially, that the firm
is large, well established, and unsuccessful commercially. It is difficult to think of
a policy more directly contradictory to the central dynamic of the market
economy.” J. Kay, (2009), The Rationale of the Market Economy: A European
Perspective, Capitalism and Society, 4(3).
“There is a need for policy, but policy aimed at supporting the market, not
supporting the industry: policy towards breaking up the industry, not promoting
concentration: policy towards facilitating entry, not conferring artificial
advantages on established firms: policy towards removing distortions of
competition, not creating them.” Kay, (2009), p.8.
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CAN COMPETITION POLICY RESOLVE PROBLEM
OF “TOO BIG TO FAIL”?









ICB recommended far reaching structural reforms in UK banking Government has decided against implementing recommendations in
full. See “Vickers says financial reforms are too soft”, Financial
Times, 14 July 2012.
EU Commission has used state aid policing powers to compel a
dramatic restructuring of European banking system. Commission
approval of State aid frequently contingent on banks making
extensive divestments of assets
50% reduction in banks’ balance sheets the norm.
Behavioural commitments - Banks in receipt of state aid not to offer
more favourable terms than those which had not received aid.
Possibly anti-competitive.
Time will tell whether restructuring via individual state aid decisions
will increase stability of the EU financial sector and reduce risk of a
repeat of the “too big to fail” crisis.
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TO BOLDLY GO


“Ultimately the current Commission practice means that a
small team of Commission officials decides, in the course
of negotiating commitments, what structural changes are
desirable for a given firm and ultimately for the financial
sector as a whole. This is an enormous responsibility and
an extremely courageous task since, at the present stage,
it is virtually impossible to determine with reliable
accuracy which requirements are sensible and which are
harmful from a macroeconomic point of view.” U. Soltesz
and C. von Kockritz, (2010), From State Aid Control to the
Regulation of the European Banking System – DG Comp
and the Restructuring of Banks, European Competition
Journal, 6(1), 285-307.
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THANK YOU.
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